PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION
the five years which have passed since the last edition have been
more eventful in the sphere of foreign relations than in constitutional
changes in the United Kingdom. The war in Korea called for an
enlargement of the purposes of the Supplies and Services Acts which
under a Conservative Administration have remained a feature of
current constitutional machinery (Part VIII, Chapter 2). The crea-
tion of an Atomic Energy Authority, for which the Lord President
is the responsible Minister (Part IV, Chapter 1) and the revival of
Civil Defence and the Home Guard (Part IX, Chapter 1) are conse-
quences of the permanent state of international conflict. From the
point of view of the constitutional lawyer, the Visiting Forces Act,
1952, which was brought into force by Order in Council in 1954, is
a significant enactment in so far as it subjects the members of the
armed forces of the North Atlantic Treaty Powers (including those
of the United States who have hitherto been excluded) as well as
members of the forces of the Commonwealth stationed in the United
Kingdom to criminal and civil liability, except when in the case of a
crime it is committed on duty or against a member of a visiting force
or his property, (pp,t 406-408) .
At Westminster the survival of successive Governments holding
office with majorities which in the past would have been dismissed
as derisory may well be the most important political feature of the
.last five years, but for the student of the constitutj&n it merely affords
an extreme example of the principle of majority rule. An addition
has been made at pp. 99-100 to emphasise the constitutional r61e of
Her Majesty's Opposition. The occasions on which claims of breach
of privilege have been made in the House of Commons in recent
years have been frequent; the claim has seldom succeeded* The
chapter on this subject (Part II, Chapter 4) has been recast so as to
emphasise that the ptory of Stockdale v. Hansard is imperfectly told
unless it is linked with the Sheriff of Middlesex Case (pp. 122-23)»
That a member may be found guilty of conduct amounting tp con-
tempt of the House of Commons without having infringed any par-
liamentary privilege is a point upon which there is often confusion
(p. 125). The long-drawn-out negotiations on the subject of the
political activities of civil servants have now been clarified by Treasury
ruling (p. 178).
However important the subject of administrative law may be, it
seems out of place to treat it extensively in a text-book which
attempts to describe all the main features of the constitution in less

